OSHA Walking Working Surfaces Frequently Asked Questions
April 21st, 2019 - What is the OSHA walking working surfaces rule. According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration OSHA general industry workers are exposed to walking and work surface hazards that can result in slips trips falls and other injuries or fatalities.

Slips Trips and Falls Word Search WordMint
April 19th, 2019 - Make this Word Search your own. Add edit delete terms and customize this word search. Print copies for an entire class. All in 5 minutes. Create my Word Search now.

TEST ANSWERS SLIPS TRIPS AND FALLS
April 15th, 2019 - TEST ANSWERS SLIPS TRIPS AND FALLS. The BSO Plus Safety Topic is a review designed from the BSO Plus agenda. This safety topic is your way to stay current on the safety information over the 3 years so please ensure you submit this completed test to your employer for record retention.
Quiz Answers Slips Trips Falls Safety Training
April 9th, 2019 - Quiz Answers Slips Trips Falls Safety Training This material was produced under grant SH 29672 SH6 from the Occupational Safety and Health Administration U.S. Department of Labor. It does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. Department of Labor nor does mention of trade names commercial products or

Slips trips and falls safetyandhealthmagazine.com
April 20th, 2019 - A slip trip or fall at work can lead to injuries—and even death. In 2014 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 247,120 cases involving days away from work and 818 worker deaths according to the 2017 edition of “Injury Facts,” a National Safety Council chartbook.

Slips Trips and Falls Training Online Course RoSPA Approved
April 21st, 2019 - Who Should Take This Course. This Slips Trips and Falls course is designed for workers at all levels and in all types of businesses. Slips, trips, and falls can happen in any industry including catering premises, warehouses, and residential homes, and training is important in order to manage the risks to health and safety.

SAFETY NEWS EMPLOYEE Alabama Retail Association
March 20th, 2019 - Slips Trips Falls quiz. Test what you know. Select the correct answer for the following statements. 1. People never die from accidental falls. 2. If you
Many people fall because they don’t pay attention to

Slips Trips and Falls Safety Quiz gwlschr.com

April 17th, 2019 - Slips Trips and Falls Safety Quiz To review you knowledge of slips trips and falls safety answer the questions below 1 Slips trips and falls cannot be prevented a True b False 2 The following can help prevent slips trips and falls except a

Keeping floors dry providing adequate lighting and maintaining even surfaces

Slips Trips and Falls Quiz Schools Insurance Authority

April 12th, 2019 - Slips Trips and Falls Quiz 1 What can you wear to help prevent STFs a Proper footwear b Fall protection equipment c Sunglasses when bright conditions are present d All of the above 2 What is the only way remove the risk of a known hazard for STFs a Notify supervisor b Post signage or use caution tape c Ensure that the hazard is

Slips Trips And Falls ProProfs Quiz

April 17th, 2019 - Quiz to follow the module on Slips Trips and Falls Quiz to follow the module on Slips Trips and Falls Create A Quiz Quizzes Solutions Let’s look at ways to avoid slips trips and fall Mark each answer true or false You can avoid slips by
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Name Date Answer the following questions by circling T if
April 21st, 2019 - Answer the following questions by circling T if the statement is true and F if the statement is false
1. Falls can cause injuries that are costly to you and the golf course T F
2. It's impossible to prevent slips, trips, and falls T F
3. Falls result in about 12,000 workplace deaths each year T F

Five Questions and Answers about Preventing Slip and Fall
April 19th, 2019 - Five Questions and Answers about Preventing Slip and Fall Accidents
Building managers and cleaning professionals are likely aware of the big slip and fall accident problem in North America. In the U.S., it is estimated there are about three million emergency room visits each year due to slip and fall accidents. This costs about $31...
Slips Trips and Falls Quiz Test Your Knowledge Online
April 21st, 2019 - Test Your Knowledge of Slips Trips and Falls Slips trips and falls are the most common causes of injury to workers In an office environment it’s thought that they contribute towards 50 of all accidents – a surprisingly high figure but one that could easily be reduced through better risk perception and better housekeeping

Slip and Fall Prevention for Employees Quiz
April 18th, 2019 - Slip and Fall Prevention for Employees Quiz 1 If you are involved in a slip trip or fall incident you should report it to your supervisor even if you aren’t injured X True False 2 Which of the following techniques can be used to help eliminate slip trip and fall injuries associated with manually carrying items

Slips Trips And Falls Prevention Quiz SlideShare
April 16th, 2019 - An average slip trip or fall injury costs nearly 28 000 in medical expenses Take our slips trips and falls prevention quiz to understand why these accidents happen and how you can prevent them The quiz contains 20 multiple choice questions with the correct answer and its explanation on the slide that follows

Slips Trips and Falls Safety Video Convergence Training
April 20th, 2019 - They commonly cause cuts bruises broken bones back injuries sprains and strains Hazards that cause slips trips and falls can be controlled and eliminated if they are identified reported and corrected This course describes common
Slips Trips And Falls Quiz With Answers

April 19th, 2019 - Slips Trips And Falls Quiz With Answers pdf Free Download Here Slips Trips and Falls Quiz Technology Education http www.teched101.com pdf sliptripfalls pdf

Grantee Materials By Topic Occupational Safety and

April 18th, 2019 - Alert Due to routine maintenance on the OSHA website some pages are temporarily unavailable To report an emergency file a complaint with OSHA or ask a safety and health question call 1 800 321 6742 OSHA

3995 Slips amp Falls refresher Aurora Pictures

April 14th, 2019 - Quiz Answers 1 A True recognizing and respecting the potential hazards is the first step and a key principle for preventing injuries caused by slips trips and falls 2 A True safety is a personal responsibility at your site 3 A True good housekeeping practices are an important element in preventing slips trips and falls and other

Slip Trip and Fall Safety Training PowerPoint

April 20th, 2019 - Slips Trips and Falls Explores slip trip and fall accidents and ways to prevent them 32 slides Slips Trips and Falls Slips Trips amp Falls account for the majority of general industry mishaps They cause 15 of all accidental deaths second
Slips Trips and Falls in the Workplace - CSCS Mock Test
April 21st, 2019 - Slips Trips and Falls in the Workplace by admin in CSCS Test Revision. Laws related to trips, slips, and falls, there's only one correct answer for each question, and you're required to answer all questions before you can check. Click or Scan to Get our Free Android App.

Free Slip Trip and Fall Prevention Quiz - MySafetySign
April 19th, 2019 - By offering this quiz free of charge, we hope that people will enter a fall hazard with more knowledge than they previously had of it and in turn prevent injuries and save lives. Start Your Quiz. Think you're already a slip trip and fall expert? The questions below are just a preview of what you'll be tested on in our quiz.

Slips Trips and Falls Training Video Kit - OSHA Safety
Slip Trip and Fall Frequently Asked Questions FAQ
April 21st, 2019 - Slip and fall and trip and fall accidents are by far the most common claims in Minnesota involving premises liability lawsuits. Common causes of slip and fall or trip and fall injuries are due to foreign substances on the floor. The foreign substance is either sticky or slippery.

Test Answers Slips Trips and Falls icepartnership.com
April 19th, 2019 - Test Answers Slips Trips and Falls. The BSO Plus Safety Topic is a review designed from the BSO Plus agenda. This safety topic is your way to stay current on the safety information over the 3 years so please ensure you submit this completed test to your employer for record retention.

Construction Worksite Safety Slips Trips and Falls
April 21st, 2019 - Take these precautions to help prevent injuries due to slips, trips, and falls on the worksite. Use fall arrest restraint systems as appropriate when working at elevation. Consider using aerial lifts or elevated platforms to provide safer elevated working surfaces.
Preventing slips, trips, and falls

April 17th, 2019 - preventing Slips Trips and Falls When there is an unexpected change in the contact between your feet and the ground or walking surface the result is usually a slip or trip. This demonstrates the importance of training and educating employees about the hazards, selecting suitable walking surfaces, having proper housekeeping standards and...

Retail module education vic.gov.au

November 17th, 2018 - Slips trips and falls Slippery and uneven floors in the work place are a serious hazard and can result in far more serious accidents than simply tripping or falling over. A slip or fall can cause injury to the arms, legs, back, neck, or head. Neck and head injuries can cause damage to the spinal cord and nervous system.

Slip Trip And Fall Prevention Quiz 1 EHS DB.com

April 13th, 2019 - Slip Trip And Fall Prevention Quiz 1 Workplace Safety gt Slip Trip And Fall Prevention Quiz gt Question 1 Slips trips and falls are responsible for of...
all accidental deaths

Slips Trips and Falls Safety Quiz Answers gwlsc hr com
April 1st, 2019 - Slips Trips and Falls Safety Quiz Answers 1 A False 2 D Stretching muscles before and during work 3 C Four to one ratio 4 A True

Sia Door Supervisor Course Online Tests Questions com
April 20th, 2019 - Sia Course Online Sia badge Training Test Questions com presenting to all its users highfield sia exam results These 40 questions are essential for your door supervisor course exam papers 40 Questions in this mock test will prepare you to get pass sia door supervisor exam

Prevention of Slips Trips and Falls OSH Answers
April 15th, 2019 - This document will summarize information on falls on the same level slips and trips Falls from an elevation such as falls from ladders roofs down stairs or from jumping to a lower level etc is discussed in the Safety Belts Harnesses and Lanyards document since each type of fall requires different features in a fall prevention program
Slips Trips and Falls Answer Key Crossword Puzzle
April 13th, 2019 - Slips Trips and Falls Answer Key
Across Too little traction friction between shoe and walking surface
Keep floors and dry to prevent STF
Causes of majority of general industry accidents
Type of surface which causes STFs
Acronym for slips trips and falls
Type of lighting leading to STFs

Slips Trips and Falls Quiz Survey
April 20th, 2019 - Slips Trips and Falls Quiz 1
First tell me who you are
Now answer the following questions
Question Title
4. Practicing good housekeeping is one of the best ways to prevent slip trip and fall injuries. True

Slip and Fall Client Questionnaire Questions We Ask To
April 20th, 2019 - Home – Slip and Fall – Slip and Fall Questionnaire
Below are the questions we ask when first meeting with a slip and fall client
One of the purposes of the initial consultation is to discuss the details of the client’s slip and fall by asking some basic questions about the accident
Slip Trip and Fall Incidents Occur Frequently

SLIP TRIP and FALL PREVENTION QUIZ ANSWER GUIDE
April 19th, 2019 - Below are the questions from the Slip Trip and Fall Prevention Quiz PowerPoint along with the correct answer and a brief explanation. Also included below are additional discussion questions meant to take the conversation further into safety and prevention of slips, trips, and falls.

Slip Trip And Fall Prevention Quiz MySafetySign.com
April 20th, 2019 - People aged 65 and older are more likely to become victims of slips, trips, and falls according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Trip And Fall Prevention Quiz Can you answer these questions: Workplace Safety gt Slip Trip And Fall Prevention Quiz gt Question 5.

SLIPS TRIPS AND FALLS TEST QUESTIONS Name Date
April 18th, 2019 - SLIPS TRIPS AND FALLS TEST QUESTIONS Name Date 1. A key to preventing injuries caused by slips, trips, and falls is recognizing and respecting potential hazards in your work environment. True b False 2. Safety is a personal responsibility at your site. True b False.
Preventing slips trips and falls 2016 05 03 Safety
May 2nd, 2016 - A slip trip or fall at work can lead to injuries – and even death. In 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229,190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the National Safety Council chartbook “Injury Facts.” These sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls.

PREVENTING SLIPS TRIPS amp FALLS REVIEW QUIZ
April 14th, 2019 - PREVENTING SLIPS TRIPS amp FALLS REVIEW QUIZ Name Date The following questions are provided to check how well you understand the information presented during this program.
Slips Trips Falls Prevention Quiz Video
February 18th, 2019 - An average slip trip or fall injury can cost 28,000 in medical expenses. Watch this slips trips and falls prevention quiz video to understand why these accidents happen and how you can

Slips Trips and Falls Flashcards Quizlet
February 3rd, 2019 - Start studying Slips Trips and Falls. Learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards, games, and other study tools.

Preventing Slips Trips and Falls: A Guide for Employees
April 7th, 2019 - Slips trips and falls are the cause of the highest number of injuries of any single regulated activity. True or False? You don’t have to take the same kinds of safety precautions at home to prevent slips trips and fall as you do at work. True or False? 10. Prevent slips trips and falls outdoors by a

Quiz and Answers 09 004 1 familyinsctr.com
April 13th, 2019 - 20. Report all slip trip or fall accidents even if no one was hurt. True or False? I understand the information contained in this training program and have passed the quiz regarding Slips Trips and Falls. Printed Name Signature Date.

Slip Trips and Falls Safety Program 09 004 www.osha-safety-training.net
Slips Trips and Falls Quiz Safety BLR com
April 9th, 2019 - Quiz BLR Audit Checklists Preventing Slips Trips and Falls Slips Trips and Falls Quiz People never die from accidental falls True False Many people fall because they don’t pay attention to where they are going True False Which one of these would not cause tripping or falling on stairs Slippery steps Loose railings

Slip and Fall Prevention for Employees Quiz
April 18th, 2019 - Slip and Fall Prevention for Employees Quiz 1 If you are involved in a slip trip or fall incident you should report it to your supervisor even if you aren’t injured True False 2 Which of the following techniques can be used to help eliminate slip trip and fall injuries associated with manually carrying items

Slip Trip And Fall Prevention ProProfs Quiz
April 18th, 2019 - This quiz tests your knowledge of what causes slips trips and falls and how to prevent them Slip Trip And Fall Prevention Slip Trip And Fall Prevention 10 Questions By EPGrybowsk Last updated Questions and Answers 1 Which of the following would not likely cause a slip trip or fall
What is the OSHA walking working surfaces rule according to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration? OSHA general industry workers are exposed to walking and working surfaces frequently. Slips, trips, and falls are common hazards in the workplace. Users are encouraged to test their knowledge with various quizzes and resources available online.
and work surface hazards that can result in slips trips falls and other injuries or fatalities, make this word search your own add edit delete terms and customize this word search print copies for an entire class all in 5 minutes create my word search now, test answers slips trips and falls the BSO plus safety topic is a review designed from the BSO plus agenda this safety topic is your way to stay current on the safety information over the 3 years so please ensure you submit this completed test to your employer for record retention, quiz answers slips trips falls safety training this material was produced under grant SH 29672 SH 6 from the occupational safety and health administration is a department of labor it does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the u s department of labor nor does mention of trade names commercial products or, a slip or trip or fall at work can lead to injuries and even death in 2014 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 247,120 cases involving days away from work and 818 worker deaths according to the 2017 edition of injury facts a national safety council chartbook, who should take this course this slips trips and falls course is designed for workers at all levels and in all types of businesses slips trips and falls can happen in any industry including catering premises warehouses and residential homes and training is important in order to manage the risks to health and safety, slips trips falls quiz test what you know select the correct answer for the following statements 1 people never die from accidental falls 2 if you start to fall avoid injury by rolling with the fall 3 many people fall because they dont pay attention to, review you knowledge of slips trips and falls safety answer the questions below 1 slips trips and falls cannot be prevented a true b false 2 the following can help prevent slips trips and falls except a keeping floors dry providing adequate lighting and
Slips, trips, and falls quiz | 1. What can you wear to help prevent slips and falls?
   a. Proper footwear  
   b. Fall protection equipment  
   c. Sunglasses when bright conditions are present  
   d. All of the above

2. What is the only way to remove the risk of a known hazard for slips and falls?
   a. Notify supervisor  
   b. Post signage or use caution tape  
   c. Ensure that the hazard is removed

Create a quiz: quizzes | solutions
Let's look at ways to avoid slips, trips, and falls.
Mark each answer true or false:

1. You can avoid slips by cleaning up all spills immediately.
   a. True  
   b. False

2. It's impossible to prevent slips, trips, and falls.
   a. True  
   b. False

3. Falls result in about 12,000 workplace deaths each year.
   a. True  
   b. False

4. It is estimated that there are about three million emergency room visits each year due to slip and fall accidents.
   a. True  
   b. False

5. In the US, it is estimated there are about three million emergency room visits each year due to slip and fall accidents, which costs about $31 billion.

Test your knowledge of slips, trips, and falls.
Slips, trips, and falls are the most common causes of injury to workers in an office environment. It's thought that they contribute towards 50% of all accidents, a surprisingly high figure but one that could easily be reduced through better risk perception and better housekeeping.

Slip and fall prevention for employees:
1. If you are involved in a slip, trip, or fall incident, you should report it to your supervisor, even if you are not injured.
2. Which of the following techniques can be used to help eliminate slip, trip, and fall injuries associated with manually carrying items?
3. An average slip, trip, or fall injury costs nearly $28,000 in medical expenses.

Take our slips, trips, and falls prevention quiz to understand why these accidents happen and how you can prevent them. The quiz contains 20 multiple-choice questions with the correct answer and its explanation on the slide that follows.

They commonly cause cuts, bruises, broken bones, back injuries, sprains, and strains. Hazards that cause slips, trips, and falls can be controlled and eliminated if they are identified, reported, and corrected. This course describes common causes of slips, trips, and falls and how they can be prevented and first aid procedures.
for fall injuries, slips trips and falls quiz with answers pdf free download here slips trips and falls quiz technology education http www teched101 com pdf sliptripfalls pdf, alert due to routine maintenance on the osha website some pages are temporarily unavailable to report an emergency file a complaint with osha or ask a safety and health question call 1 800 321 6742 osha, quiz answers 1 a true recognizing and respecting the potential hazards is the first step and a key principle for preventing injuries caused by slips trips and falls 2 a true safety is a personal responsibility at your site 3 a true good housekeeping practices are an important element in preventing slips trips and falls and other, slips trips and falls explores slip trip and fall accidents and ways to prevent them 32 slides slips trips and falls slips trips and falls account for the majority of general industry mishaps they cause 15 of all accidental deaths second only to motor vehicle fatalities 25 slides slips trips and falls general discussion on slips trips and falls account for the majority of general industry mishaps they cause 15 of all accidental deaths second only to motor vehicle fatalities 25 slides slips trips and falls in the workplace by admin in cscs test revision laws related to trips slips and falls there s only one correct answer for each question and you re required to answer all questions before you can check click or scan to get our free android app, by offering this quiz free of charge we hope that people will enter a fall hazard with more knowledge than they previously had of it and in turn prevent injuries and save lives start your quiz think you re already a slip trip and fall expert the questions below are just a preview of what you ll be tested on in our quiz, 22 minute slips trips amp falls safety training video powerpoint presentation osha compliance manual osha standard 29 cfr 1910 subpart d topical training outline employee quiz amp trainer answer key completion certificate amp wallet cards training and attendance forms preventing slips trips amp falls supplemental documents, slips and falls are by far the most common claims in minnesota involving premises liability lawsuits common causes of slip and fall or trip and fall injuries are due to foreign substances on the floor the foreign substance is either sticky or slippery, test answers slips trips and falls the bso plus safety topic is a review designed from the bso plus agenda this safety topic is your way to stay current on the safety information over the 3 years so please ensure you submit this completed test to your employer for record retention, take these precautions to help prevent injuries due to slips trips and falls on the worksite use fall arrest restraint systems as appropriate when working at elevation consider using aerial lifts or elevated platforms to provide safer elevated working surfaces, preventing slips trips and falls when there is an unexpected change in the contact between your feet and the ground or walking surface the result is usually a slip or trip this demonstrates the importance of training and educating employees about the hazards selecting suitable walking surfaces having proper housekeeping standards and slips trips and falls slippery and uneven floors in the
Slips, trips and falls are serious hazards and can result in far more serious accidents than simply tripping or falling over a slip or fall can cause injury to the arms, legs, back, neck or head. Neck and head injuries can cause damage to the spinal cord and nervous system.

**Slips, trips and falls safety quiz answers**
1. False
2. D - Stretching muscles before and during work
3. C - Four to one ratio
4. True

**Slips, trips and falls answer key**

1. Across too little traction friction between shoe and walking surface
2. Keep floors and dry to prevent stf causes of majority of general industry accidents
3. Type of surface which causes stfs
4. Acronym for slips, trips and falls
5. Type of lighting leading to stfs

Practicing good housekeeping is one of the best ways to prevent slip, trip and fall injuries true. Home slip and fall questionnaire slip trip and fall client questionnaire below are the questions we ask when first meeting with a slip and fall client one of the purposes of the initial consultation is to discuss the details of the clients slip and fall by asking some basic questions about the accident, learn slips falls with free interactive flashcards choose from 132 different sets of slips falls flashcards on Quizlet.

People aged 65 and older are more likely to become victims of slips, trips and falls according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention prevention quiz can you answer these questions workplace safety, slip trip and fall prevention quiz: can you answer these questions? Workplace safety, slip trip and fall prevention quiz: can you answer these questions?
slips trips and falls test questions name date 1 a key to preventing injuries caused by slips trips and falls is recognizing and respecting potential hazards in your work environment a true b false 2 safety is a personal responsibility at your site a true b false 3 a slip trip or fall at work can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false 4 preventing slips trips and falls can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false 5 a slip trip or fall at work can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false 6 a slip trip or fall at work can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false 7 preventing slips trips and falls can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false 8 a slip trip or fall at work can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false 9 a slip trip or fall at work can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false 10 preventing slips trips and falls can lead to injuries and even death in 2013 injuries from slips trips and falls resulted in 229 190 cases involving days away from work and 724 workers died according to the 2016 edition of the national safety council chartbook injury facts these sobering statistics are a stark reminder that workers need to know how to prevent slips trips and falls true or false

slips trips and falls safety program 09 004 www osha safety training net

slip and fall prevention for employees quiz 1 if you are

because they dont pay attention to where they are going true false which one of these would not cause tripping or falling on stairs slippery steps loose railings

quiz blr audit checklists preventing slips trips and falls prevention quiz video to understand why these accidents happen and how you can start studying slips trips and falls learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools

an average slip trip or fall injury can cost 28 000 in medical expenses watch this slips trips and falls prevention quiz video to understand why these accidents happen and how you can start studying slips trips and falls learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools

start studying slips trips and falls learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools

an average slip trip or fall injury can cost 28 000 in medical expenses watch this slips trips and falls prevention quiz video to understand why these accidents happen and how you can start studying slips trips and falls learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools

an average slip trip or fall injury can cost 28 000 in medical expenses watch this slips trips and falls prevention quiz video to understand why these accidents happen and how you can start studying slips trips and falls learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools

an average slip trip or fall injury can cost 28 000 in medical expenses watch this slips trips and falls prevention quiz video to understand why these accidents happen and how you can start studying slips trips and falls learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools

an average slip trip or fall injury can cost 28 000 in medical expenses watch this slips trips and falls prevention quiz video to understand why these accidents happen and how you can start studying slips trips and falls learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools
involved in a slip, trip or fall incident you should report it to your supervisor even if you aren’t injured true false

2. Which of the following techniques can be used to help eliminate slip, trip and fall injuries associated with manually carrying items?

This quiz tests your knowledge of what causes slips, trips and falls and how to prevent them.

Slip, Trip and Fall Prevention
10 questions by epgrzybowski last updated

1. Which of the following would not likely cause a slip, trip or fall?